Abstract-This paper proposes a topological representation for general floorplan, called the H-sequence, which can check channel-adjacency and boundmyadjacency in a constant time. Moreover, we define Routing-cost for the placement to measure its routing difficulty. Experimental results indicate that H-sequence based placement algorithm can optimize muting-cost effectively in a short time.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
Floorplanning is to dissects a rectangular area (chip hereinafter) by non-crossing horizontal and vertical line segments (segs) into the small rectangles (rooms). After placing modules into rooms in one-to-one manner and 1-dimensional compaction, we can evaluate the chip's characteristics such as area, wire length, signal-delay critical path, etc. Therefore, like packing-based representation[ 1, 2, 31, a floorplan representation can be used to represent and optimize the placement, the first and dominant stage of layout [4] .
It is a common objective of VLSl floorplanning to maximize the channel-adjacency between modules because it directly leads to a easy-routing placement with short wire length.
Moreover, in modern circuit design, IP are extensively used. Since IF' and other macro units always occupy many layers, then there are many channels in the chip, so channel adjacency become more important. Therefore, instead of directly approaching to placement's multi-objectives, this paper proposes a completely new and fast general floorplan presentation to evaluate the channel-adjacency of modules in the circuit.
While discussing about channel-adjacency, it is necessary to recollect incidence-adjacency. Two rooms are said to be channel-adjacent if they are placed along the same seg, while two rooms are said to be incidence-adjacent if they are channel-adjacent and their borders along the same seg overlap partially. For example, in Fig. 3 , room 2 and room 7 are channel-adjacent, but not incidence-adjacent, while room 2 and room 5 are incidence-adjacent.
Although the incidence-adjacency is also a very naive request from the circuit designers and has been studied extensively[5, 61, it has not become popular yet, maybe because there are no fast and practical floorplan representations to support it.
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Finally, our experiments are planned for three optimizations: routing-cost optimization, restricted routing cost optimization, and simultaneous area and routing-cost optimization. The results on five benchmarks show that the algorithm can optimize the area and routing cost for a circuit.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 11 defines routing-cost of a placement. Section II1 describes the H-sequence . Section 1V introduces several operations of perturbing the placement. Section V shows experimental results. Section V1 concludes the paper.
ROUTING-COST
It is assumed here that pins are located on the bordem (peripherals) of rooms. The connection requirement is given by the net-list (a collection of nets). Each net consists of a set of pins that should be connected through wires.
If two modules z and j are channel-adjacent, pins of a net facing the common-channel will be connected by wires routed in this channel. Since it is very straightforward to route such nets, floorplanning that renders as many nets to distribute in such a way is a target of floorplanners.
First we give the definition of the routing-cost by an example of two modules i and j as shown in Fig The routing-cost of two modules is based on the borderconnectivities of 16 border pairs. However, it is so complicated that we propose a simplification. Given a pair of modules, the pair of borders with maximum border-connectivity is called matched-border pair. Then, coefficient Rij ofrouting-cost between and j is defined by:
Finally, the routing-cost R ( x ) of a placement x is defined by 1 Fig.3(a) .) facts hold when s is right or bottom-border.
Label the left-top room with 1. The next room of 1 is labeled with 2. In general, the next room of room k is labeled k + 1, where 1 <k < n. Note that the seg-state is the sequence of positional symbols with decreasing suffixes in each symbol.
Now the H-sequence of a floorplan can be defined.
H-sequence = S(1eft-border) S(top-border) 1 S(s1) 2 ~( s z ) 3 S(s3) .-. S(sn-l) n S(right-border) S(bottom-border).
The integers in the H-sequence are called room labels.
In Fig.3(a) , The H-sequence is closely related to the Q-sequence which was introduced in [9]: Deleting C(z) and d(z) from an Hsequence leads to a Q-sequence that corresponds to the same floorplan. Since it is known that the Q-sequence has a oneto-one correspondence to the floorplan, we might say that Hshown in the following that this redundancy provides us with a merit for heuristic search. The key to this merit is the following fact.
Theorem 1 An H-sequence has the following properties.
sequence conveys redundant information. However, it will be These properties are all trivial by definition.
B. Decoding of H-sequence
Only for optimization of routing-cost, we can calculate the routing-cost of the floorplan without decoding the Hsequence to a corresponding floorplan. However, when optimizing routing-cost and area simultaneously, we will decode H-sequence by the decoding procedure for Q-sequence proposed in [9, 4] , while the Q-sequence can be obtained from a H-sequence by deleting all c and A. For example, after deleting C and d in H-sequence Hl , we get a Q-sequence, &I: %&RI &&B1 1 7 2 4 2 2 2 RB 3 B7B5B4 4 2 . 5 5 & 6 R 7 7
1v. PERTURBATIONS OF PLACEMENT
In order to improve routing-cost or/and chip area, following four perturbations are utilized to perturb a placement.
(1) rotation: Choose one module and rotate it. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using H-sequence as the floorplan representation, we implemented a placement algorithm based on the simulated annealing in C++ on SPARC 60 workstation. Five MCNC BBL benchmarks are utilized.
Our experiments consist of three parts: routing-cost optimization. restricted routing-cost optimization, and simultaneous area and routing-cost optimization, where the area is that of the minimum bounding box enclosing all modules.
The results of experiments are displayed in Tables 1, 11, 111. where RC is routing-cost of the placement, NOPM is the number of pairs of modules with the same nets' pins, NMPC is the number of matched-pairs facing to the same channel (Case I defined in Section U), and CRMP is the completion ratio of matched-pairs, i.e. NPCB/NOPR. The units of area and runtime are mm2 and seconds, respectively. Table I gives out the upper bound of pairs of matched-pairs that can be channel adjacent, which indicates indirectly routability and design quality of the circuit.
As for the optimization only of the channel adjacency, there is an apparent tendency that many modules get together around a few channels as mentioned in Section 1. In order to avoid such impractical solutions, we limit the number of rooms around a seg, which is very ea.y to implement, since the number of rooms around a seg j is II(j)l, where 0 5 j 5 n. In experiments, we let the number be less than 8.
From the results on five benchmarks shown in Table 11 , it was observed that we can get more practical placement while keeping the approximate routing-cost. Since we only optimize routing-cost in Table 11 and Table I , we need not decode Hsequence to corresponding floorplan, which make the algorithm very fast. The results of experiments for optimizing routing-cost and area in Table 111 show we can get satisfied area while minimizing routing-cost. Although both shortest total wire length and minimal routing-cost of the placement aim to get a solution easy to route, compared with traditional algorithms that calculate wire length and area simultaneously, our algorithm takes much less time to obtain the optimal results.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new floorplan presentation, Hsequence, by which it takes only a constant time to check whether two rooms (modules) are channel-adjacent. Meantime, we define a routing-cost to model the routability of a placement. Based on H-sequence and routing-cost, a simulated annealing based placement algorithm can quickly find easy-toroute solutions.
